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SCOTLAND’S 
URBAN AGE 
Aberdeen • Glasgow • Edinburgh	
Thinking fast – Living Smart?	
	




























•  A collective system of values	
•  A certain level of economic & political 
development	
•  The sophisticated pursuit of pleasure 
(happiness)	
•  A high level of intellectual & artistic 
excellence	
	(Armstrong: In Search of Civilization)	
	
THOMAS COLE: 	
THE COURSE OF EMPIRE - THE ARCADIAN STATE 1834	
THOMAS COLE:	
THE COURSE OF EMPIRE - CONSUMMATION 1835	
THOMAS COLE:	
THE COURSE OF EMPIRE - DESTRUCTION 1836	
THOMAS COLE:	













A little … 	





4 principles that have helped cities adapt to 4 
technological revolutions: agricultural, industrial, 
transportation, digital;	
	
Urbanism is positive (intentional) and 
overcomes entropy (lack of positive energy) 
causing a gradual decline into disorder (natural 
processes – drought, flood and disease – and 
manmade processes – war, greed and the 
careless, senseless exploitation of resources and 
people).	
URBANiTY	
Planning is a 20thC solution to a 19thC problem 
– keeping nasty things away from where people 
live;	
	
Urbanism is a 21stC solution to a 20thC problem 
– systemic modernism (specifically ‘silo-ed’ 
thinking) and replacing it with integrated action 
… and design. 	
PEARL RIVER DELTA 1980	 PEARL RIVER DELTA 2010	
Sometimes at horrifying speeds – 30 years – not 300!	
URBAN LABORATORY GLASGOW	City CouncilSchool of Art	
PEARL RIVER DELTA 1980	
Black = Open space	
PEARL RIVER DELTA 2010	
White = City	











































Hectares of Land Per Capita 
How our Greatest 






Everybody on the 
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The average time 
spent travelling 
each day is ~ 1.5 
hours	
	
































































 - United States
 - Canada
 - Armenia 















 - Republic of Cyprus
















 - Sweden 






 - Republic of Turkey
 - the State of Israel
 - Bosnia-Herzegovina Montenegro
 - the former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia














































































































































































































city size class 	
by global region	
2015 	
LIFE EXPECTANCY IN THE UNECE REGION
AGEING & LOW FERTILITY IN THE 
UNECE REGION
I	
THE BOREAL FOREST OR ‘TAIGA’
extends across the UNECE Region
greater in extent than the Amazon rain forest
I	







































































































THE RESILIENT CITY – a posiNve urban cycle
STRESS 
SHOCK
•  Enhance natural & 
man-made assets 
•  Assure continuity of 
critical services 
•  Provide mobility & 
communications  
•  Promote cohesive & 
engaged communities 
•  Ensure stability, 
security & justice 
•  Foster economic 
prosperity 
•  Meet basic needs 
•  Support livelihood & 
employment 
•  Ensure public services 
•  Promote leadership & 
effective management 
•  Empower stakeholders 























THE COMPACT CITY – a posiNve urban cycle
HABITAT III REGIONAL REPORT ON THE UNECE  
 
Towards a city-focused,  
people-centred and integrated approach 
to the New Urban Agenda 
 





































































































































































































































	People who can, exercise 




•  Public space for public life	




	People who can, exercise 




•  Public space for public life	
•  Comfortable & effective 
transport	
	these things matter no 
less to those who 
cannot choose	
We need to talk 
about the city…  
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Political Drivers	 Social & Cultural Drivers	
Environmental Drivers	
Transactional	
•  change is inevitable & unpredictable!
•  competitiveness through:!
!- !flexibility, adaptability & capacity for change!
!- !quality & choice!
•  opportunities must be taken quickly & 
imaginatively!
“We can … stumble into the future and hope it 
turns out all right or we can try and shape it. … 
the first step is to work out what it might look 
like.”	
	
Stephen Ladyman, Deputy Chair Labour Party, January 2006	
	
Knowns & Unknowns	
•  We know our population can only grow by 
immigration	
•  We think climate change is happening but we 
don’t know how fast	
•  We know oil is running out but we don’t know 
when or even if we need it	
•  We will live longer but may well be less healthy	
1.  Active, aligned and intentional government with private 
sector and institutional partnership;	
2.  Internationalisation, global positioning & trade;	
3.  Knowledge economy, innovation-based entrepreneurship 
and modernisation of manufacturing;	
4.  Strong link between human capital, and attractive, 
distinctive cities; and	
5.  Green economy, resource efficiency and decarbonisation	
Munich, Barcelona, Torino, Seoul	
A SENSE OF PURPOSE – LONG-TERM 
DEVELOPMENT 
COMPETITION 
COLLABORATION CITY  
FULL-TIME & PERMANENT 
1: Effective working – emancipated thinking 
 
2: Top-down ; bottom-up – leadership 
 
3: Set a frame of reference & principles – not too 
 prescriptive 
 
4: Build trust, combat alienation – inclusive  
 
5: Encourage Creativity 
 
6: Be open for Business 
 
7: Encourage talent – combat inequality 
 
8: Innovate – don’t imitate 

A CITY VISION SHOULD BE …	
•  Part of an on-going & Long-term process	
•  Open-minded & Inquisitive	
•  Forward-thinking – pro-active	
•  Structured	
•  Inclusive	









CHANGING ROLE OF THE STATE	
 	
•  Debt crisis foreshadows a changing role 
for Government	
 	
•  In 50 years Western Governments will be 










ST ANDREW SQUARE 	
ST ANDREW SQUARE 	































So what? 6 
Do our cities have personalities?!
	
Aberdeen – sub-sea, green-tech	
	
Glasgow – smart-culture, co-creative	
	
Edinburgh – start-up, fintech	
	
	









Does this have ANYTHING to do with 
property?!
	
The greatest story never told?	
	
What is the relationship between 
trends and reality?!
	




What is the relationship between trends 
and reality?	
	
How do our cities fare?	
	
Do our cities have personalities?	
	
Does this have ANYTHING to do with 
property?	
	
++ …?	
	
